
ECO-FRIENDLY MOODBOOK



No.W or never ? 

Revol is going the extra 

mile to help conserve its 

planet’s resources, recycling 

and taking advantage of its 

industrial waste to 

dramatically reduce the use 

of water and primary 

minerals in its porcelain 

production. Its aim : to be 

the first to offer the hotel 

and restaurant industry 

eco-friendly products 

made from recycled 

ceramic clay and enamels -

is now reality. 











CasaRovea is actively taking steps to reduce our 

carbon footprint, while still maintaining the integrity 

of the product. 

The Eco-Friendly collection uses environmentally 

friendly natural fibers, such as cotton and linen. 

Embracing the need to reduce waste, we have 

developed this exclusive collection by utilizing yarns 

that would have been discarded because too short 

for the weaving of finer linens. 

The result is this unique product. Strong enough to 

hold up in a rigorous hospitality setting and yet soft 

to the touch and gentle to the eye enhance your 

guest’s dining experience. 







Re:New is a product exclusive to CASAROVEA 

made with a yarn composed of

pre-consumption cuttings and plastic bottles.

Pre-consumption cuttings are thread discarded 

during previous weaving or knitting processes.

The plastic bottles are transformed into threads 

through a crushing, fusion and spinning process

to create yarns that are significantly more 

sustainable.

48% VIRGIN COTTON

26% RECYCLED COTTON. Obtained by pre-consumption

cuttings

26% RECYCLED POLYESTER. Obtained by re-use of plastic bottles





Hospitality Brands USA 

With unrivaled clarity that has been

certified through strict testing by the

ISO, Eco Crystal is 100% recyclable, 

and thanks to its factory's efforts, is 

produced in Europe’s first co2 

negative region.

Utilizing: 

- Solar energy with over 75,000 ft2 

of roof reclaimed and Repurposed 

with solar panels at our factories. 

- Biomass Fuel 

- Geothermal Energy 

- The Purest Raw Materials
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